The complex-valued functions defined on a subset S of the plane such that (S~ -S)~ n S is empty which give strongoperator continuous mappings from the set of normal operators on a Hubert space with spectra in S into the set of all normal operators are characterized as those which are continuous on S, bounded on bounded subsets of S and O(z) (Theorem 4.2). In the process of proving this result, it is shown that the adjoint operation is strong-operator continuous on the set of normal operators (Theorem 4.1).
In proving his fundamental Density Theorem [1] , Kaplansky needs and establishes the fact that continuous real-valued functions vanishing at co define strong-operator continuous mappings of the set of bounded self-adjoint operators into itself. He extends this result to bounded continuous functions as well.
While the Kaplansky Density Theorem has become an indispensable tool in the study of operator algebras, the various strong-operator continuity results are themselves important and useful. The purpose of this note is to give a precise delineation of the class of functions which define strong-operator continuous mappings. The technical desirability of having these results for normal operators forces us to consider functions of ^-tuples of commuting self-adjoint operators (couples would suffice, but w-tuples add no difficulties). The results for π-tuples appear in §3; their application to functions of normal operators, in §4.
The reduction from functions of normal operators to functions of pairs of commuting self-adjoint operators involves the (topological) behavior of the adjoint operation on the normal operators. Now, it is well-known that the the adjoint operation is not strong-operator continuous on the set of all bounded operators. The most familiar example illustrating this discontinuity is the "one-way shift" operator V. With {x n } n=1 , 2 , an orthonormal basis, V is defined by Vx n = x n+1 , so that V maps the Hubert space isometrically into itself. The same is true for V m , for each positive integer m. Thus || F m #|| = 1 for each unit vector x and all positive m; so that (V m ) does not tend strongly to 0. However, if E n is the orthogonal projection with range spanned by a Λ+1 , a? n+2 , ---, E n V n = V n . Thus (V n )*E n = (V n )*\ and (Vψ tends to 0 strongly (since || (V n )* \\ = 1 and E n tends strongly to 0). Despite this lack of continuity of the adjoint operation on the set of all bounded operators, it is strong-operator continuous on the R will denote the set of all bounded self-ad joint operators on ^ίf.
We use the notation &(£ίf) s to denote the set of bounded normal operators on ^f with spectra in S, when S is a subset of C. Accordingly, ^{^f) c will denote the set of all bounded normal operators on ^g^. With / a continuous real-valued function defined on a subset S of R n , we use the symbol /, again, to denote the mapping of ^{Sίf) s into ^?(3ίf) R described in Definition 2.1. By means of Spectral Theory, we can ascribe a meaning to f(A lf , A n ) for certain noncontinuous functions / on S.
For a point x = (x ly -, x n ) in R n , we denote by \x\ the sum I ffi I + + I a* I an d by || x || the number (Σ x)Y 12 . We use the notation "/ is O(x) 9 \ for a function / defined on a subset S of R n , to mean x-*f(x)l\\x\\ is bounded on S outside some bounded subset of S.
3* Operator functions of several variables* We determine conditions, in this section, for real-valued functions defined on certain subsets S of R n to be strong-operator continuous on έ@(£ίf) s Basic to this discussion is the:
is a continuous mapping of R n into R which tends to a limit at ^ then f is strong-operator continuous on
Proof. Let X be the one-point compactification of R n ; and let be the algebra of finite linear combinations of products f x f n where f 3 -is a continuous real-valued function on R of bound not exceeding 1 and tending to a limit at oo. The constant function 1 is in Ssf. If we have established the strong-operator continuity of each function in sf on &{£ίf)R n , then that of / will follow. In fact, given Ai, * ,A ft commuting self-adjoint operators and
..,n, with B ίf --,B n commuting self-ad joint operators, then
The continuity of # in jy will follow from that of the products /i Λ used in the definition of jy\ Since each / y is strong-operator continuous on &{£ϊf) R 
2). As p -q -h on σ(Ά), p(A) = q(A) = h(A). Combining this with the identity h 0 = (1 -h o )p + h Q q which becomes h = (1 -h)p + fe<? on S; we have, for each 5 in h(B) -Λ(A) -[1 -h(B)][p(B) -p(A)] + h(B)[q(B) -q(A)]
The strong-operator continuity of h on &(<%f) s follows from that of p and q, this last identity and the fact that h is bounded on S.
THEOREM 3.4. If f is a real-valued function defined and O(x) on a subset S of R n , bounded on bounded subsets of S and such that J-Pi S is null, where J is the set of jump points of /, then f is strong-operator continuous on
Proof. We note, first, that if g is bounded, with jump points in J, and real-valued on S, and h is strong-operator continuous on then gh is strong-operator continuous on &(£ίf) s . This follows from the strong-operator continuity of h, of g (from Lemma 3.3), and the inequality:
\\[g(A)h(A)-g(B)h(B)]x\\ || g(A) || !| [k(A) -h(B)]x || + || [g(A) -g(B)]h(B)x \\ ,
where 
if the real-valued function f is strong-operator continuous on ^{^f) s it is continuous on S, bounded on bounded subsets of S, and O(x).

Proof. Assuming / is defined on &(3ίf) s
(by Spectral Theory) and restricting / to {(aj, , a n l) : (a u , a n ) in S}, we see that / must be continuous on S if it is to be strong-operator continuous on &(J%f) s .
With x 0 in S, the translated set, S -x 0 , contains 0; and || ^ 1 for p = 1, Hence / is not strong-operator continuous on It remains to locate X and r as described. With ψ = let X fc be the subset of (0, 1) at which | ψ \ does not exceed k, for k = 1, 2, . Since α/r is in ^2(0,1), X^ has positive measure a for some k. Choose r larger than k so that ||# r || 2 αA; 2 ^ 1; and let b be (|| x r || 2 α/c 2 )-
1
. Then 0 < 6 ^ 1, and there is a subset X of X, with measure ab. Defining g ό to be a ό at points of X and 0 at points of the complement of X, where x r = (α lf •• ,α n ), we have Combining Theorem 3.4 with the foregoing lemma, we have:
is a subset of R n such that (S~ -S)~ n S is empty then a real-valued function f defined on S is strong-operator continuous on &(£%f) s if and only if it is continuous on S, bounded on bounded subsets of S, and O(x).
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, we need note only that the set of jump points of a function continuous on S is a subset of S~ -S.
For a closed set S, S~ -S is empty; and, for an open set S, S~ -S is closed. In both cases (S~ -S)~ Π S is empty; from which we have:
is a closed or open subset of R n , a realvalued function defined on S is strong-operator continuous on έ$(3(f) s if and only if it is continuous on S, bounded on bounded subsets of S, and O(x).
Of course, the continuity assumption makes the hypothesis of boundedness on bounded subsets superfluous when S is a closed set. We have made no distinction between &( §ίf) s with S a subset of C, referring to the normal operators on §ίf with spectra in S, and (<^f) s with S a subset of R 2 , referring to pairs of commuting selfadjoint operator with joint spectrum in S. The context makes clear
